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Why robots? Robots can teach us things about intelligence.

Robots.

faced with the real world 

must generalize across tasks, objects, terrains, etc 

need some common sense understanding to do well 

supervision can’t be taken for granted

Finn, Tan, Duan, Darrell, Levine, Abbeel. 
ICRA ‘16

Levine*, Finn*, Darrell, Abbeel. 
JMLR ‘16

Yu*, Finn*, Xie, Dasari, Zhang, 
Abbeel, Levine, RSS ‘18

How can we enable agents to learn skills in the real world?



Not just a problem with reinforcement learning & robotics.

Learn one task in one environment, starting from scratch
rely on detailed reward feedback.

Finn et al. ‘16

More diverse, yet still one task, from scratch, with detailed supervision

Yahya et al.  ‘17
Ghadirzadeh et al. ’17Chebotar et al. ’17 Atari locomotion

Robot learning Reinforcement learning

machine translation object detectionspeech recognition

specialists



What are key properties of intelligent systems?

Handle raw sensory inputs 

Live in diverse, complex environment 

Ability to acquire many skills 

Can improve without supervision
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RL & robot learning

~

Can we learn reusable models in diverse environments without supervision?



Learning Reusable Models through Self-Supervision

acquire a general-purpose model learn model from video data

many objects, raw perceptual inputs, intuitive physics

Pinto & Gupta ‘16

Levine, Pastor, Krizhevsky, Quillen ‘16

self-supervised robot learning

Nair*, Chen*, Agrawal*, Isola, 
Abbeel, Malik, Levine ‘17

model-based control

Arruda, Mathew, Kopicki, 
Mistry, Azad, Wyatt ‘17

Yu, Bauza, Fazeli, Rodriguez ‘17

Petrovskaya, Park, Khatib ‘07

our approach



Learn to predict

Collect diverse data in a scalable way

No supervision, no notions of progress or success

Collect data

It, at:t+H It:t+H

Plan using model



It, at:t+H It:t+H

Learn to predict
Collect data Plan using model

Contrast to: Models capture general purpose 
knowledge about the world

Use all of the available 
supervision signal.

Also: No assumptions about task representations.
model-free RL



Learn to predict
Collect data

It, at:t+H It:t+H

Plan using model

1. Consider potential action sequences 
2. Predict the future for each action 

sequence 
3. Pick best future & execute 

corresponding action 
4. Repeat 1-3 to replan in real time

visual “model-predictive control” (MPC)

Planning with Visual Foresight

Finn & Levine. Deep Visual Foresight for Planning Robot Motion. ICRA ’17



Finn, Goodfellow, Levine NIPS ’16

How to predict video?

- deep recurrent network

- action-conditioned

- explicitly model motion

- multi-frame prediction



Which future is the best one?

Selecting where 
pixels should move.

Providing an image 
of the goal.

Human specifies a goal by:

Providing a few 
examples of success.

Finn & Levine. Deep Visual Foresight for Planning Robot Motion. ICRA ’17 
Ebert, Lee, Levine, Finn. Robustness via Retrying: Closed-Loop Robotic Manipulation with Self-Supervised Learning. CoRL ’18 
Xie, Singh, Levine, Finn. Few-Shot Goal Inference for Visuomotor Learning and Planning. CoRL ‘18



Ebert*, Finn*, Dasari, Xie, Lee, Levine. Visual Foresight, arXiv ‘18

Specify goal

Visual MPC 
w.r.t. goal

Visual MPC execution

How it works



Planning with a single model for many tasks
Video speed: 2x

Ebert*, Finn*, Dasari, Xie, Lee, Levine. Visual Foresight, arXiv ‘18

Completely self-supervised: 
Only human involvement during training is: 

programming initial primitives and providing objects



What are key properties of intelligent systems?

Handle raw sensory inputs 

Live in diverse, complex environment 

Ability to acquire many skills 

Can improve without supervision

RL & robot learning

~

visual foresight

Some critical questions & limitations remain:
other sensory modalities? 
long-horizon tasks? 
more complex skills?

i.e. model-based RL



Tian*, Ebert*, Jayaraman, Mudigonda, Finn, Calandra, Levine. Manipulation by Feel. ICRA 2019.

Can we use other sensory modalities to inform our actions?



Learn to predict
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Tian*, Ebert*, Jayaraman, Mudigonda, Finn, Calandra, Levine. Manipulation by Feel. ICRA 2019.

Can we use other sensory modalities to inform our actions?
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Nair, Finn. Hierarchical Foresight, ‘19

Can we find plans for long-horizon problems?

So far: Sampling actions & predicting forward
(i.e. “shooting” methods)

have low probability of 
finding good plan

- sparse reward signal 
- require long sequence of actions

Long-horizon problems

For example:

Can we break the problem down into shorter problems?



Key idea: Optimize over subgoals.

Can we find plans for long-horizon problems?

in the latent space of a generative model



Current State Goal StateHVF Subgoal 1

Nair, Finn. Hierarchical Foresight, ‘19

Can we find plans for long-horizon problems?



Current State Goal StateHVF Subgoal 1 HVF Subgoal 2

Nair, Finn. Hierarchical Foresight, ‘19

Can we find plans for long-horizon problems?
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Learn to predict
Collect data

It, at:t+H It:t+H

Plan using model

Collect diverse, multi-task 
demonstrations

direct data 
collection improve model

guide planning

Example multi-task demonstrations:

p(at:t+H | It)Fit model of to the demonstration data.

Xie, Ebert, Levine, Finn. Improvisation through Physical Understanding, RSS ‘19

Samples from action proposal model:



Guided visual planning w.r.t. goal

Executing actions

How it works
Specify goal

Xie, Ebert, Levine, Finn. Improvisation through Physical Understanding, RSS ‘19



unseen unconventional tools …and when not toout-of-reach objects

solve new tasks decide when to use a tool…unseen tools

Xie, Ebert, Levine, Finn. Improvisation through Physical Understanding, RSS ‘19

Planning with a single model for many tasks
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Demo at NIPS 2017: Long Beach, CA

one-shot 
imitation

planning with visual models

The students were 
unimpressed.

Demo at AI4ALL Outreach Camp

(but still had fun)



ability to convey and 
understand complex goals

Open Challenges 
(and where we are at)

“be gentle”, “pour milk”

A simple job for a human,  
yet demands intelligence, 

common sense

new kitchen

cereal



Finn, Levine, Abbeel. Guided Cost Learning. ICML ‘16

from language and text?

Learning rewards from kinesthetic demonstrations.

4/80 
examples

Singh, Yang, Hartikainen, Finn, Levine. End-to-End Robotic Reinforcement Learning without Reward Engineering. RSS ‘19

from videos of humans?
how to represent progress towards temporally extended goals?

by making analogies to other settings?

Key idea: solve the inverse control problem
From example images.



ability to convey and 
understand complex goals

adaptability to new 
environments, objects, & tasks

Open Challenges 
(and where we are at)

“be gentle”, “pour water”

fast adaptation of deep networks

A simple job for a human,  
yet demands intelligence, 

common sense

new kitchen

cereal



Nagabandi*, Clavera*, Liu, Fearing, Abbeel, Levine, Finn. Learning to Adapt in Dynamic Real World Environments. ICLR 2019

Key idea: Train a model such that it can be quickly adapted to various objects or environments.

Collect data across terrains, 
train for adaptable model.

Adapt online to missing leg.

Adapt to entirely new tasks? Handle lifelong non-stationarity?

Adaptability



T Yu, D Quillen, Z He, R Julian, K Hausman, S Levine, C Finn

Key idea: Train a model such that it can be quickly adapted to various objects or environments.

Adapt to entirely new tasks?

Adaptability

Coming soon: Meta-World Benchmark for Multi-Task & Meta-Reinforcement Learning



ability to convey and 
understand complex goals

adaptability to new 
environments, objects, & tasks

Open Challenges 
(and where we are at)

“be gentle”, “pour water”

ability to collect & learn from 
large amounts of data

critical for broad generalization

fast adaptation of deep networks

A simple job for a human,  
yet demands intelligence, 

common sense

new kitchen

cereal



How do we scale to large amounts of diverse data?

What we need: Off-policy algorithms
Large, diverse datasets

ImageNet

Robotics

RoboNet contributors: Ebert, Dasari, Tian, Xie, 
Nair, Bucher, Schmekpeper, Levine, Finn
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Collaborators & Students
Anusha Nagabandi Ignasi Clavera Simin Liu Annie Xie

Avi SinghSudeep Dasari

Frederik Ebert

Pieter Abbeel

Sergey Levine

Alex Lee

Questions?
Papers, data, and code linked at: people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cbfinn

Suraj Nair Stephen Tian

http://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cbfinn

